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Lego letters: B

Use lego duplo bricks to build the letter B_



playdough letters

Add some playdough to decorate the letters and the Bee



What are Birds?

B is for Birds
B is for Burrowing Owl 
A Burrowing Owl is a bird. Unlike 
most Owls they nest and roost in 
burrows and are often active 
during the day

Birds that starts with B

Burroing Owl

Bee Hummingbird

Bald Eagle

Brown Pelican

My Name is:

 

Birds brief

Animal Kingdom

Birds are a class of  animals with back-
bones characterised by wings, feathers, 
a beak, the laying of hard-shelled eggs 
and a strong yet lightweight skeleton. 

Activity: Print pictures of different birds and make a birds collage

Ostrich the Biggest bird ( it can reach 9ft tall), bee 
hummingbird ( only 5 inch)  is the smallest and . 

Dinosaurs Descendants
Bird are descendants of extinct dinosaurs with 
feathers. They are the only surviving dinosaurs. 

No, Not the Disney park

I Known more Birds

My favorit Bird is:



B is for Brazil
B is for Bolivia
What do they have in common?

Answer: they are both in south 
america

Around the world

My Name is: My favorit B Place  is:

Some B coutries I can find more B countries

Brazil

Bolivia

Belize

Bahamas
Take a globe (or look at a big world map). Find more B coutries .
Get to know Brazil

Take a globe (or look at a big world map). Find the B contries listed. Find the answer to the question.
Answer: They are located in South America.



Discovering the world

My Name is: My favorit B Country  is:

What continent is the country in?

Draw the flag

Asia Africa Antarctica Europe

North America South America

English Spanish France

Yes No

Other

Is it close to the equator?

What Animals are native to this coutry?

What do I love about this coutry?

What is the formal language in this country?

My Favori te B country



Find the pattern

Bb Bb Bb
Bb B Bb B
b BB b BB
BbB BbB

BB BbB BbbB
BbB bBb BbB bBb

bb BB bb BB
Bb bB Bb bB

Find the pattern in each row and write what comes next in the blank.

Now that you are a pro in sequences let's try some more challenging ones.
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I-Spy B Picture is part of the A to Z finding a pet for me Book.

I-Spy



My Emotions
B is for Brave

draw a Brave face

Hi, I am the emotion critter from A to Z finding a pet for me.
I don’t have a name so today I asked my friend , the letter B, to 
name me. Can you help him find a B name for me?
Can you tell a story about why I feel that way?
How do you look when you feel like I do today? Draw a pic for me.



My Stickers Book 

Animals



My Stickers Book 

Fruits and Veggies

Verbs



My Stickers Book 



My Stickers Book 

 



Print and laminate the pictures page and the stickers notebook pages.
Cut the pictures.
Make  small Plasticine balls and use it to attach the pictures to the stickers notebook.
Note: As the kids learn more letter mix the pictures and have your child attach it to the right letter.
Note 2: If your child like Velcro you can use it instead. 
Note 3: Another way to use the stickers book is to buy a lot of stickers and have your child stick them in 
the right letter.


